West Point Bionic Foot…continued from page 68
device to support a soldier in walking and running up and down hills,
through various terrain and environmental conditions, and be robust
enough to survive the operating environment.” The team also believes
it can leverage the technology in
devices such as powered orthoses and
assistive/rehabilitation devices.

pulling on the spring. The motors
then provide the...little bit of additional oomph from the other end of
the spring to build the peak power
required for walking and running.”
Because each spring is attached to
the motor on one end and the prosthesis on the other, the foot is highly
ground-compliant. Compliance also
simplifies the problem of control,
Hitt notes.
According to TATRC portfolio man“Let’s say the person accidentally
ager Troy Turner, the leg is powered
walks on a rock,” he says. “Since
by two lightweight brush motors that
we have compliance in the syseach crank a tensioning spring. Hitt
tem to absorb the impulse of that
says that the leg’s unique capabilities
rock, we don’t have to have sophisarise from its use of two mechanical
ticated sensors and computer algoprinciples: regenerative kinetics and
rithms to detect the rock and move
shank-based control.
the motor—we just allow the spring
Regenerative kinetics is the same
to absorb those irregularities. That
A test-user takes the first-generation West Point Bionic Foot for a walk.
principle that powers pogo sticks,
allows us to have a system that is
Hitt says. He explains, “When you jump on a pogo stick, it stores much more robust, simple, and cheap.”
your kinetic energy in its spring. However, there’s not enough
energy in the spring to return you to your previous height, so
your leg muscles have to add more energy to the spring to get Hitt emphasizes that the credit for the foot’s “very, very elegant”
all the way back up. That’s exactly what our device does—during control mechanism belongs to Sugar’s team at Arizona State and
stance phase, the person rotates their leg over the stance foot, SpringActive.
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Don’t want to wait?
Now you don’t have to...
ABC is offering more dates for the certification exams in 2011.
Now with a total of four exam cycles each year, you’ll have even more
opportunities to become ABC certified!
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MORE EXAMS, GREATER ACCESS, AMAZING OPPORTUNITIES.
ABC’s 2011 certification exams for orthotists, prosthetists, pedorthists, orthotic, mastectomy
and therapeutic shoe fitters are:

FEBRUARY 14-19 | MAY 9-14 | AUGUST 8-13 | NOVEMBER 14-19
Contact us today at 703-836-7114 to learn how you can become ABC certified. Download the Scope of Practice
and an application at www.abcop.org.
The American Board for Certification in Orthotics, Prosthetics and Pedorthics, Inc.
330 John Carlyle St., Suite 210, Alexandria, VA 22314 | 703-836-7114
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